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There are many ways to achieve “nothing” in Dynamo.

Often, this indicates some kind of failure. It is helpful to recognise the 

various kinds of “nothing” Dynamo can return, to help diagnose and 

resolve the problem.



The 'null' type represents the absence of data.
If an action doesn't create a valid result, the Node will return a null.
The node is unable to perform some action - a “non-starter.”

Remedy: Try reconsidering what you’re doing. What action does this node perform?
Did you plug a valid data type into this node?  Be specific about the data types being input.
Is a complex list structure getting in the way? Try List at Level to access data buried in multiple nested lists.

Further Reading: https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/1187369/The-meaning-of-null



Empty lists happen when a node has a set number of output lists, but doesn’t populate all of them for some reason. 
For instance, a FilterByBoolMask node fed with all ‘true’ values will automatically also create a list for ‘false’ values, 
which will be empty.

Dynamo is saying “I’m gonna create these lists anyway, I just don’t have anything to put in some of them”

Remedy: Look at the function the node is performing. Perhaps an empty list is correct behaviour, as in the above 
example. 
Feed it some test data to try and populate all of the lists. 
If you can’t populate the lists with dummy data, reinvestigate what this node is doing.



A blank value is a string of length 0 characters.
For instance this may occur when trying to read a parameter which doesn’t exist in an element.
Instead, Dynamo shrugs its shoulders and returns a blank string.

Remedy: Try testing the same definition on some dummy data or a Revit sample project.
If trying to read a parameter, use Element.Parameters node to check whether that parameter exists for this element.



The simplest of all, a number value of zero. You’re in luck; this is valid! However, it can take many forms: 
It can be an integer, a rounded double or (sometimes*) a Boolean value.

Remedy: None needed!

(*Revit + Dynamo use 3 different ways to understand boolean data: true & false, yes & no, 1 & 0. 
Revit also uses a fourth – the ticked & unticked box.)



Have you ever extracted all MassFloors from a Revit model and wondered why there are so many blank values for 
Area?  As soon as you select a level to intersect a mass floor, Revit assigns an element ID… even if a floor isn’t 
generated!  They’re there ready, just in case they need to be called in to action.  (Also means IDs should remain 
consistent throughout a project)

Remedy: Use a bool mask to filter out the unnecessary and non-existent floors, it makes life a lot easier!



Have you seen a definition like this before…?

Nodes that didn’t allow an array as an input so the node has been repeated… many, many times?!

Excel.WriteToFile was a prime example



There was a solution!

Remedy #1: Use List.Combine! Feed any fixed values in to the original node, i.e. file path, Boolean toggles, etc. then 
feed any variable element arrays in to the List.Combine node… the input order corresponds with any empty inputs 
on the primary node



There’s now an even better solution!

Remedy #2: Upgrade – the issue is now fixed for many nodes!



Right click anywhere in window to search
rather than using search bar on right.



Don’t just search by package name, can also 
search for what you are trying to do. 



Save all families within a project (or sheet) to a designated folder



There’s a whole group of UKDUG users, make use of it!











Dave Sewell – Perkins & Will – Datashapes

Deyan Marzev – AKTII – Dynamo for Structures

Davide Roth – Adamson Associates – Grouping & Scheduling

Tiago Costa Jorge – Maccreanor Lavington – Dynamo Workflows

YOU?!?

Sign up at www.ukdug.co.uk/speakers soon.

http://www.ukdug.co.uk/speakers



